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Beloveds, it is Lady Nada with another of a series of regular missives of peace brought
to you by my emissary Astrea Aurora. I bring this day tidings of importance for
workers of the light as to creating space within your daily life .. so that your life
purpose and mission may be allowed to open .. with many dispensations offered those
who receive this missive.
There is the wish to confer upon you that which will provide an ease and an opening in
your life .. that your life purpose .. which stretches before you .. may indeed be found
and that you may be enabled to walk within your divine purpose.
Of most relevance this day is the importance of introducing clarity into your life. And
in order to discover that clarity .. first it is necessary that the clutter of your life be
removed. For you hold within your auric field and energy body all the clutter of that
which is unfinished .. that which is undefined .. that which has yet been resolved. You
in fact carry this unfinished business with you wherever you walk. And indeed it is
seen that this is tiring .. and tiresome .. and draining of your energies. And that while
ever you carry with you all that is unfinished and unresolved .. then there is no
possibility that you may enter into that which is new .. for that which is old still walks
within your field or energy.
You may look to your office desk .. to your kitchen benches .. on top of the refrigerator
.. beside the phone .. on top of the television set .. under and around the bed .. to the
unfinished business that clutters your life .. and your mind .. for it offers a parallel and

a mirror to the state of your life. And say that all that is unfinished, and all that is
unresolved .. you carry with you always.
And how can the mind be freed to accept the pulses of inspiration that are sent to you
and divinely inspired .. if the mind is full of that which has yet to be done, that which is
lagging behind, unfinished, not dealt with.
And how can the heart open with love and delight .. if there is no space or time for that
which is undefined, spontaneous, unplanned .. for how can the opportunity be
accepted when time is of the essence. And because you drag all that is unfinished with
you .. you are unable to open to spontaneity and freedom from care.
And how can you step forward on your path .. when the path is littered with obstacles
which represent all that is not yet come to terms with? All that is unresolved lies
ahead upon your path .. for it has not been swept up from behind .. and dealt with and
resolved. It sits within the middle of your path, awaiting resolution.
And how can time be made use of to best advantage .. with the maximum of flow and
freedom .. when always you hasten to catch up with that which has not been
completed. When you are always a little late .. never on time. Do you realise how you
sabotage your path when you allow yourself to always be a little late .. give yourself
not the proper time to arrive promptly .. and with grace and serenity .. always creating
rush and bustle and apology .. always fearing recrimination for your lateness .. but not
yet enabled to resolve your pattern of sabotage of time management .. forever lagging
behind.
How ever can you see your life purpose open before you, when the path is littered so
with the obstacles you have placed there? And have you pondered on why this is so?
Do you not realise that you are sabotaging any possibility of success .. that you are
cluttering your mind and your life with reasons why you cannot step forward and
achieve to your greatest potential? Always running to catch up .. but never able to
catch up, for you have placed so many obstacles in your path .. which offers the
likelihood of ever stepping into your full magnificence unlikely.
Do you see the patterns beloveds? And there are those situations in life which have
not been resolved. Those relationships .. with father, mother, brother, sister, friend,
lover, workmate, acquaintance .. and those dealings of work and business .. which lie
unresolved .. but not forgotten .. for these are held still in your field and your energy ..
not forgotten until they are resolved. Some of these unresolved incidents have their
origin in ancient times .. and so they have been unresolved for aeons. And has not the
time arrived that these may be now resolved? Perhaps in another lifetime .. or two ..
you may choose to set free those memories and recriminations you hold still in your
energy. But why not today?
Breathing beloveds, as many leagues of angelic beings flood into your sacred space
and hold you tenderly with their energies of love and compassion. Blending all the
rays of God’s love and sprinkling this within your energy body .. and placing amethyst
jewels of peace into each chakra .. that you may be freed of your self recrimination
and guilt at all that which is unresolved in your life. For the wish is not there to judge
you beloveds, never do we judge you .. always only urging you forward in love to be all

that you might be, all that you truly are .. the love we pulse to you now takes from you
all blametaking and guilt and shame .. as many beings of light take from you all that is
unresolved .. Divine Mother arriving now with her Seeds of Truth .. which she places
within your heart .. for the truth of your heart reveals all that is radiant and willing to
stride forward along your life path and mission .. and the Seeds of Truth preclude the
presence of anything but truth .. and so the truth of your life path, of your purpose, of
the reality of your divinity .. replaces all that which is not of truth .. that which are the
reasons you give for not being able to step clear of the obstacles .. and into the clear
and open path of possibility and potential.
And you may assist the easy release of all that is unfinished, unresolved .. by offering,
surrendering ..all that is unresolved in your life .. that which has not been completed,
that which has not been begun, has not been attempted .. those relationships you have
where acrimony is held still .. those with whom you hold grievance .. and those who
hold grievance with you..……………………………………………………………….…………….
And may also offer up those events of the past where you have not acted in truth and
integrity .. have been wrathful in your intentions .. have wronged another .. have acted
incorrectly and hurt and damaged another. Those times when you have been in deceit
and duplicity .. those times when you have cheated .. and been unfaithful in your
relationships………………………………………………………………………………………….……
Those secrets you have held .. may be offered up and revealed .. the truth may surface
and that which has been secret may arise .. for the times are accelerating .. and all
that is secret, all that is not of truth .. can no longer remain hidden. Allow all secrets
to be released. Those secrets you hold on behalf of others also .. where you have
hidden the truth so that another may not be blamed. You hold the karma of this
within your energy .. and there is great karmic drain in this blametaking you have
allowed in holding the secret of another………………………………………………………….
You hold all that is unresolved, all that is not of light and love .. within your energy
field and light body .. you carry this with you wherever you go .. it drags and burdens
and holds you bound to the past. It is held as karmic record. The akasha of your soul
holds the burden of all that is unresolved.
A golden pyramid of light is anchored over each of you now within the sacred space in
which you sit .. with brilliant streams of Source light pulsing through the pyramid ..
and flooding into your energies .. and as you continue to offer for resolution all those
memories and events .. the light of Source transmutes all that is unresolved .. as the
Voidal mothers take all that is unresolved back to the Voidal realms, transmuting to
pure light all that you have surrendered for resolution.
And entering into the space of your golden pyramid of Source light now step those
with whom you hold grievance .. all those with whom you hold unresolved memories
and events and behaviours and incidents. Those with whom you have not had
opportunity .. or willingness until now .. to come to terms with that which happened
between you. These ones step before you .. receiving also the Source light which
streams within the pyramid .. and you are enabled now to speak with these ones .. to
resolve with these ones that which is unresolved .. to speak of that which requires to
be spoken .. not in anger, not in judgement .. but only to resolve the matter and be

freed of its energies .. for you are surely bound and tied to these ones in karmic debt ..
until all is resolved. Take this opportunity to speak firmly, but without malice or
harshness .. to hold your heart open to these ones who have wronged you .. and to
find it within your heart to receive from them their story, their reasons offered for why
they have wronged you as they did, or wronged others .. with the angels holding these
ones, as they hold you also .. enabling truth to emerge, that finally the core of truth
may rise to the surface .. and that resolution may occur between you…………………....
And you offer forgiveness to these ones who have harmed you in the past, or harmed
others. And you may receive resolution .. with your hearts opening now in
forgiveness. As the Karmic Board releases now the akashic records that hold you
bound .. with Archangel Michael also present to cut you free of the cords which have
bound you to these ones. As you breathe deeply, to allow all to release.
And calling into your golden pyramid now those whom you have wronged .. where you
have acted not in complete integrity and truth and love. With Source light streaming
all around these ones, pulsing them with unconditional love and acceptance .. so that
they may surrender their feelings of having been wronged .. may put the past aside ..
and you may talk with these ones and explain from your heart why it was that you
may have wronged and hurt them. And they are enabled to open their hearts to you ..
and to receive your words of apology with grace and with forgiveness. The Karmic
Board again releasing the records of the akasha between you .. across all time, all
space and all dimensions the records are released. With the karmic cords between you
receiving the Sword of Truth of Michael .. unbinding you from the draining of your
energies caused by regret and blame…………………………………………………………….…
As the angels swirl around you, fluttering their wings softly across your brow to ease
all distress .. and stroking your arms and legs softly in gentle caress .. and smoothing
your hair, restoring your equanimity and feeling of peace .. for peace is now felt deep
within the core of your heart .. peace such as you have not experienced for some time
beloveds.
And you may wish to work with this method again and again .. always restoring to
peace .. and allowing the unbinding from your energies of all which detracts from your
peace and your clarity.
And now you may bring into the golden pyramid those unfinished projects .. those
papers not yet read or replied to .. all those issues in your life not yet finished. Bring
them all, beloveds. Let us clear the shelves and the surfaces of your life! As resolve is
placed within your heart .. and transmissions of much grace .. to allow you to promptly
and easily attend to all that which is incomplete in your life. As dispensations of order
and right thinking are offered you .. to enable you to unravel the complications held
within the incomplete projects and unfinished piles of papers and books which for
some are strewn around their places of home. Much grace is flooded into your being ..
to enable you to resolve all that is incomplete and unfinished.
Breathe deeply beloveds, and accept the grace which floods through you .. and open
your hearts in gratitude for this unravelling of that which holds you bound to the past.
Enabling you to resolve this moment to attend to all that which is incomplete in your
life. To phone and write to those to whom you feel bound in regret. To make

resolution of all that may be resolved. To speak to those with whom you have
unresolved issues. To air that which requires bringing to truth and light. To admit to
that which deep in your heart you know is required of you to bring truth and resolution
to all that is outstanding.
Grace pours into your being to enable you to attend to the papers and books which
clutter your home .. and your life. To repay debts which are long overdue .. to make
amends for that which has gone undone, unspoken of. All of these are held within
your energy field .. as regrets and omissions and woundings and shames and
blametaking. This is your opportunity beloveds to uncover all that lies hidden deep
within. To bring to the surface all that smoulders and simmers in darkness. To bring
all to truth and to resolution. Ah, the relief this will bring to you. Such lightness of
being you will experience. You will feel as light as air .. you will experience the
exhilaration which is the freedom from all care.
Know that many Ascended Masters and legions of angelic ones surround you now ..
and will continue to support you and assist you .. as you bring to the light and to truth
.. all that is hidden and in darkness .. all that is unresolved is brought to resolution,
with much assistance for you .. for honour is given you for your willingness to uncover
each untruth and unresolved issue in your life.
We say to you that it is necessary that all that is not of light be brought to light .. to
enable you to walk within the shining column of light which emanates from you .. for
this is your birthright .. as a being of light .. to walk within light always .. and to
radiate light wherever you walk .. that all may receive the benefit of this light and this
love that you are.
And as you walk within your radiance .. your life purpose draws ever closer to you .. for
you have stepped away from all that which prevents this walk to magnificence .. you
have bravely stepped beyond the old barriers and obstacles .. and your fulfillment in
life awaits you .. now able to be more fully entered and known .. enabled to receive the
messages of inspiration and guidance .. enabled to see and to know of the
synchronicities placed in your path .. enabled to receive the flashes of inspiration and
brilliance that lead you to your destination of Home.
Beloveds, I remain with you always. I am Lady Nada.
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